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Prefatory Note

In this issue of the SAHS Review Martin Hochstrasser, businessman, local historian,
and former mayor of Oberentfelden, Canton Aargau, Switzerland, features the emigration of
Samuel Kyburz (1810-1898) and his family to California. Dr. Bruce Kyburtz of Chester, New
Jersey, has been instrumental in making the English version available which is gratefully
acknowledged.
Jeri Reed, a Ph. D. student at the University of Oklahoma, encountered in her research
on cotton farming the Charles W. Holman account which appeared in Farm and Ranch
(September 23, 1911) about a Swiss family's agricultural pursuits in Arkansas. Many thanks
to Jeri Reed for unearthing and transmitting it!
Switzerland is also known by many in the United States as the homeland of the Sasha
doll, created by Sasha Morgenthaler (1893-1975), an artist discovered and promoted by Paul
Klee. In the last three years three different Sasha dolls clothed by Alice Schelbert,
Switzerland, participated in the annual Children's Fund Auction at the Sasha Doll Festival
organized annually by the (American) Friends of Sasha. The three Swiss Sasha visitors
received an admiring and cordial welcome!
The important work of Stephen Halbrook titled Target Switzerland is reviewed by
Karl Wood, Ph. D. candidate at the University of Illinois at Chicago and winner of a
1999/2000 fellowship from the Deutsche Akademischer Austauschdienst (DAAD). The book
chronicles in great detail Switzerland's successful efforts to survive unharmed the catastrophe
of World War Two.
To the contributors sincere thanks and to all a pleasant summer!
Leo Schelbert
H. Dwight Page
Editors
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KYBURZ, CA 95720, USA
Martin Hochstrasser 1
Lake Tahoe is situated in the California Sierra Nevada on the border of the state of
Nevada. One who travels from here over the gently descending Western slope of the
mountain range to the California capital Sacramento or further to San Francisco, will choose
US highway 50. After a few dozen kilometers drive through mountainous forested areas
which have a few small settlements the traveler will come upon a group of buildings which
obviously stem from stage coach times.

Illustration 1: Lodge and Barn
A large reddish-brown wooden house, a lodge is located on the spacious site. Next to
it is a building which without doubt was the Stage Line Barn which served as stable for the
stage coach horses. This building is from the year 1860 and is one of the oldest buildings in
the entire area. The lodge was built later, but is approximately 100 years old.

1

Originally appeared in German in Jaliresschrift 1997 der Vereini.gungjur Heimatkunde Suhrental (1997):
105-122, the annual publication of the Society of Local History. Suhrental. Switzerland; translated by
Cybille Zemitis.
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Illustration 2: The Lodge with the Place Name Kyburz.
What the travelers from Oberentfelden find especially fascinating is the area name
Kyburz. On the opposite side is located an old seemingly purposeless pavilion with the
inscription Kyburz Station, which served as waiting room for stage coach passengers.

Illustration 3: Kyburz Station from Stage Coach Times.
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The U.S. Post Office, Kyburz, located in the lodge, has its own zip code and serves the
surrounding communities.

Illustration 4: Postal Stamp from Kyburz.
The curious visitor from Switzerland wonders if the name of the settlement by chance
has any connection with citizens of the same name who lived in Oberentfelden for centuries.
Research has substantiated that an emigrating citizen of Oberentfelden named Kyburz was
responsible for the name. His emigration history is very well documented in civic records,
but has hitherto not been published in the open literature. The concise Kyburz Story follows:
On September 11, 1832, Samuel Kyburz, stonemason, born June 26, 1810 of old
Engelwirt went to the city council with his two brothers. He said he wished to emigrate to
America and asked for the release of his assets of 400 Swiss Franks.

Details of the

negotiations are listed in illustration 5.
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Appeared: Samuel Kyburz the old Engelwirt's of here, with his two brothers Jakob
and Daniel Kyburz. The former [Samuel] spoke and said that he planned to travel to America
in the very near future because he had a good opportunity at this time, with additional
comment, - at this time it was cheaper and better to travel than in spring and, in any case, he
had to leave because he could not make a living and was determined to make this trip. He
petitioned the city council to release 400 Francs from his assets. Following this request a
lengthy discussion ensued and the consequences, obstacles, and difficulties of such a trip for a
man of advanced age (sic) were discussed.

Kyburz was not deterred but asked again

repeatedly for permission to withdraw this amount from his assets in order to pay for the costs
of the voyage. At this repeated request the city council decided, with the consent of the two
brothers, that the sum of 350 Francs was to be released to him with the stipulation that he
choose an upright and reliable man as travel companion to whom the money was to be
entrusted. That person would have to be presented to the council. This decision had to be
submitted to the citizenry (community) for approval or rejection of the proposal.
Because Samuel Kyburz' and Johannes Matter's request had to be brought before the
general meeting of the commune [Gemeindeversammlung], a gathering took place on
Saturday, September 15 at 7:00 o'clock a. m.. It was announced that an unexcused absence
would bring a one day community work fine. On the same day, Saturday, September 15, the
city council wrote a beautifully handwritten letter - compared to the badly scribbled protocol
to the city council - to inform the cantonal executive of the decision of the commune and to
ask permission for the petitioners to emigrate:
The City Council of Oberentfelden to the Honorable Small Council of the Canton Aargau:
Highly Esteemed Sirs!
f

Samuel Kyburz, old Engelwirths and Johannes Matter, both from Oberentfelden have
appeared before this council with the request that each receive 400 Francs for their upcoming
trip to America. This request was presented on this day to the community for denial or
approval. It was decided that the requested sum be released for the stated purpose. Therefore
Samuel Kyburz and Johannes Matter ask permission that they be allowed to emigrate to
America.
Awaiting your answer,
Mayor Samuel Haberstich and Secretary Hafliger, dated
Oberentfelden, September 15, 1832.
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Illustration 6: Letter of the City Council to the Cantonal Authority.
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Already on Monday, September 17 the answer of the cantonal authority reached the
district administrative officer [Bezirksamtmann] of Aarau· and gave permission to emigrate
and to prepare the necessary passports and documents.
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Illustration 7: Permission of the Cantonal Authority for Samuel Kyburz to
Emigrate
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For some unknown reason, maybe because he could not find that upright and reliable
man as travelling companion, his intended departure was delayed. In the meantime his father
also planned to emigrate to America. On March 31, 1833 father Daniel Kyburz, widower,
petitioned the city council for his emigration and asked for financial assistance, both of which
were granted.
After a difficult trip of about six weeks father Daniel with two sons, one of them
Samuel, and one of his daughters arrived in New York in September 1833. The family
traveled, like many other Swiss, to Wisconsin where they built a farm in Spring Prairie.
In 1840 Samuel married Rebecca Sophie Barben of Ohio who may have been of
Swiss ancestry. The new family moved to East Troy in the same state. There they heard of a
certain Captain Sutter who had begun to found a large colony on the Sacramento River in
California and who was seeking future emigrants in glowing words. In German-American
newspapers of St. Louis he extolled the healthy climate, the fertile soil of New Helvetia and
the possibilities opening for those who wished to work. Those promising prospects enticed
Samuel Kyburz to start the dangerous travel through endless prairies, unknown deserts and
over high mountains.
On April 2, 1846, Samuel left with his wife and the two children Samuel Elliot, four
years, and Sarah, two years old, on the way from Wisconsin to Independence, Missouri to
prepare for the long voyage. This locale was a small but very busy border town for emigrants
and business persons from and to Santa Fe in [New] Mexico, Oregon and California. In May,
thousands of emigrants traveled through Independence to prepare themselves for the long
overland journey in a covered wagon. Here parties organized in so-called emigration
companies and chose competent guides or captains necessary for survival. Such a company
could be comprised of 119 men, 59 women, 110 children, 700 cattle and 150 horses.
The family Kyburz with the father-in-law and the two grown sons of Barben prepared
and organized for the trip a covered wagon, a tent, oxen and cattle. They met a group of
three Swiss, among them Heinrich Lienhard from Bilten, Canton Glarus, with whom they
formed a group. After all preparations were completed, they left on April 28, 1846 and
traveled the established route to Indian Creek where they spent the first night. Here they met
other emigrants traveling West
A larger group was formed comprising 26 wagons; a captain was chosen who gave
precise directions and camp rules. It was decided that the first covered wagon was to bring up
the r~r the next day, therefore each wagon was only once at the head and once in the rear in
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26 days.

For the night the first 13 wagons were to form a semi circle on the right, the

following 13 were to close the circle on the left. In between a small opening was to be left for
passage. Inside the circle the animals were to be herded and in case of Indian attacks the
defense strategies organized.
Already one week later the Lienhard - Kyburz group separated from the large
emigrant train in order to travel independently and faster.

Soon they met Indians whose

territories they crossed such as the Shawnees, the Delawares and later 150 Pawnees with bow
and arrow who returned from a hunting trip. No animosities ~curred. On established routes
made passable by earlier emigrants, the staff of forts and fur hunters, the group traveled
approximately 24 kilometers per day.
After crossing the Kansas River on a ferry, they traveled northwest through Kansas
prairies where they saw large buffalo herds.

They forded the Little Blue River, as well as

other rivers in the ever more ascending mountains. In Fort Laramie, a trading post, they met
soldiers, Sioux Indians and fur traders. On July 17, 1846 they crossed the continental divide
at the South Pass of the Rocky Mountains and reached Fort Bridger in good spirits. Brisk
trade included Indian products like leather or moccasins for spirits, sugar and gun powder for
the hunters.

Kyburz was now captain of the train and remained so until the end of the

journey.
From Fort Bridger one habitually took the Fort Hall Route north to Oregon or
California. Most overland companies took this route. The Lienhard - Kyburz company and
a few other travelers were persuaded by one Captain Hastings to take an approximately
200-300 miles shortcut which skirted the South side of the great Salt Lake.

With his

leadership several companies formed one large one which was soon engaged to cut a new
path through thick wilderness. The great fear was approaching snow storms. They wanted to
cross the Great Salt Lake and the Sierra Nevada before the weather made such passage
impossible. Clearly Hastings talked them into this cut-off and also the staff of the Fort in
order to sell them the necessary equipment.
The detailed account by Lienhard of this new route and the hardships which ensued
lets one feel the superhuman .efforts needed to reach the final destination, New Helvetia. Here
is the condensed story. After crossing the Bear River, Hastings guided them through a narrow
canyon. There they spent many days cutting a path of approximately 20 kilometers through
thick forest and impenetrable brush. This canyon opened into the Weber River Valley. After a
few miles the valley narrows into an 8-kilometer long impassable gorge. The emigrants had
to prepare a path through the mountains and hoist the wagons over cliffs.
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Illustration 8: The Travel Plan to California.
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Illustration 9: The Hastings Cut-off.
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After this rough passage the groups arrived at a very large lake with crystal-clear
water, the Great Salt Lake. They skirted the eastern and southern shores and started to cross
the approximately 100 kilometers through the feared salt desert. They set out with water and
fodder. During 4 days and 3 nights, with very little sleep and traveling through the stark and
deadly landscape, they were happy to emerge on August 19 and see green grass and to find
drinking water. They continued in a southwesterly direction over several passes. Because of
lack of attention by the tired guards, Indians stole several oxen. The emigrants followed the
Humboldt River to the Truckee River which had to be forded 27 times while the road was
ascending the Sierra Nevada. The ascent was extremely difficult. In the vicinity of the divide
they met another party who with the help of 20 teams of oxen hoisted the wagons, one by
one. Because the Lienhard group with 11 men and 9 teams of oxen was unable to hoist their
wagons, they emptied the wagons and carried all their belongings, piece by piece over the
divide.
On October 5 the first snow fell. With feverish haste they hurried along in order not
to share the fate which befell another emigrant party which they met several times along the
way. The so-called Donner Party, an emigrant group of approximately 90 persons, who were
also on their way to Sutter's Fort did not make it in time over the Sierra Nevada, were caught
in a terrible and seasonally early snowstorm, could not continue and lost half of their stock.
The Lienhard - Kyburz-Group arrived without problems at Sutter's Fort on the Sacramento
River after a trip of 4 months and 23 days, on October 23, 1846, healthy and cheerful and
after having conquered the Sierra Nevada. There they were heartily welcomed and taken in.
Before describing Samuel Kyburz and his family's new life one has to ask oneself
how and under what circumstances Johann August Sutter had arrived in California and how
he had obtained his property, a question not without interest. He was a colorful and
contradictory a personality as are the reports about his life. I am here describing the facts as
they are written by him in his New Helvetia _diary.
Determining Sutter's emigration was the bankruptcy of his business in Burgdorf.
When a criminal investigation against him was begun, he fled Switzerland leaving his wife and
children behind. In July 1834 he arrived in New York with the intention to settle and become
a farmer. Now started a five-year incredible journey with adventurous expeditions and with
different goals, but the ultimate aim was always to reach Alta California.
A direct route from the &st to the Spanish and then Mexican occupied regions was
not possible then. The Spanish in Mexico had established 21 missions, the northernmost in
the vicinity of San Francisco. These missions were founded to convert the Indians to the
Christian religion and to farming, animal husbandry and trades. Politically these regions were
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governed, both militarily and administratively, by Mexico.
annexed pueblos formed a welcome infrastructure.

•······-···· Sutters Reise1Neg
- - - - - - GrenuzwischenV.St&Mexiko

1000

The missions with the later

"m

Illustration 10: Sutter's Voyage via the Sandwich Islands to California.
Instead of traveling from St. Louis to Santa Fe and Mexico and from there to Alta
California as planned, Sutter let himself be talked into traveling to Oregon, where an extant
road would lead him to his goal. He arrived in Vancouver, the northernmost point on the
West Coast in October 1838, too late in the year to continue South before the arrival of
winter. The adventurer Sutter than had opportunity to travel in a brig, owned by the Hudson
Bay Company to the Sandwich Islands, today called Hawaii. His plan to get to California
faster did not materialize. Only in May 1839 did he have an opportunity to acquire a loaded
brig, which he had to sail to Sitka, Alaska. From there he subsequently had to sail the brig to
Yerba Buena, later called San Francisco. He arrived there on July 1, 1839. After a short side
trip to the Mexican governor in Monterey where he introduced himself, he returned to Yerba
Buena. One month later he sailed up the Sacramento River to the confluence of the
Sacramento and American Rivers to find land suitable for his goals: fertile soil, navigable
rivers but not too close to the Mexican garrisons. From the governor he received ca. 50,000
acres which are ca. 20,000 hectares which he immediately began to plant with the aid of some
loyal Kanakas which he brought from the Sandwich Islands and with the aid of resident
Indians. In 1841 Sutter fortified his settlement and created a large colony, which he named
New Helvetia. Animal husbandry and farming were his primary goals. A vineyard was
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established; a fishery, a lumber yard and a transportation system were added. The governor
rewarded Sutter with the military rank of general. The settling of so large a geographic area
was very much in the interest of the Mexicans.
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Illustration 11: Sutter's Fort
Into this new settlement burst without prior announcement the family Kyburz, and
Heinrich Lienhard. Sutter was glad to have enterprising fellow countrymen which he could.
entrust with confidential matters. In Samuel Kyburz he recognized immediately a reliable
and competent man, and Rebecca was most welcome as the first white woman in New Helvetia.
He immediately had two rooms added for their comfort in which are today located the offices
of the curator of the "Sutte~.s Fort and Museum". Kyburz was made supervisor of the fort. In
this capacity he had numerous tasks to fulfill which can be read in the diary which Sutter kept
in the years 1845 to May 25, 1848. He was administrator with responsibility over the keys to
the fort and as adjutant to Sutter he carried out the wishes and mandates of his employer. He
served as building inspector, chose the wood to be felled, he recovered with his employees lost
and stolen cattle, and he was in charge of new building sites. He was also in charge of
punishing recalcitrant Indians. He supervised the workers in the wheat fields and he was in
charge of buying and trading cattle. He supervised freight and he was a pilot and navigated
the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers and the great Bay of Yerba Buena.
Early in the year 1847 Sutter conducted several small expeditions in order to find
suitable sites for sawmills (with water-driven power for sawing wood for building material).
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The largest search party included forestry employees and several Indians. It was guided by
Kyburz who found a suitable site. This site was on the American River and it was suitable for
a sawmill. Building the sawmill was postponed because of political turmoil between Mexico
and the United States. On August 27, 1847 Sutter wrote in his diary: "Made a contract and
entered in partnership with Marshall for a sawmill to be built on the American Fork." This
contract specified that Sutter was responsible for all costs, workers, tools, teams, equipment
and food. Marshall was charged with delivering a fully functioning sawmill and he was to be
in full charge of said sawmill. Both partners were to receive equal halves of all the sawed
building materials. Verbally they agreed that the sawmill was to become the property of
Sutter, who was a Mexican citizen, should the Mexicans win the fight over California.
Conversely Marshall was to become the owner of the Sawmill should the United States win.
In both scenarios the profit was to be equally divided. Kyburz was present as witness.
Kyburz was directly involved in the building of the sawmill. He built the access road
of 80 km from the Fort to the sawmill.

He organized the equipment transports ~nd

supervised the construction. At the end of 1847 the sawmill was nearly completed. On
January 1, 1848 Sutter wrote in his diary: "Mr. Kyburz gave a dinner to all hands remaining
at the Fort." On January 28, 1848 Sutter wrote the momentous entry in his diary: "Mr.
Marshall arrived from the mountains on very important business." This important business
was the news of finding gold at Coloma, the site of the sawmill, and which was to be kept
secret.

Soon we will see the importance of this historic event, not only that the contract

between Sutter and Marshall was never implemented, but that the decline of the flourishing
New Helvetia was to begin. The presence of gold in the shallows of the river could not be
kept a secret for long.

Illustration 12: Reconstructed Sawmill in the California State Park in Coloma.
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The news of the gold discovery spread rapidly throughout California. In harbors,
entire crews abandoned ships: tradesmen, doctors, merchants, teachers and students, soldiers,
all abandoned their work and families in search of gold. Sutter~s employees joined miners
passing daily by the Fort. Fields were no longer cultivated, cattle and supplies were stolen.
The total decline, however came in 1849 after the gold discovery became known in the East
of the United States and the world and hundreds of thousands streamed to California.
Samuel Kyburz tried to profit also from these new developments without searching
for gold. On May 22, 1848 is listed one of the last entries in Sutters diary: "Mr. Kyburz left
my services and established a boarding house in the Vaquero home". For this house Kyburz
paid Sutter $500 rent each month. He offered passing miners room and board. In the Fort
businesses and traders established themselves and profited indirectly from the gold fever.
Why Kyburz, the faithful member of Sutter's staff, abandoned him can only be surmised.
The reason was probably the total collapse of the entire infrastructure of New Helvetia.

Illustration 14: The old Samuel Kyburz.
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However Kyburz was not successful as independent entrepreneur. On July 4, 1848,
the first national holiday of California under the Stars and Stripes, Sutter received the military
governor of California who wanted to see for himself the consequences of the gold discovery.
In spite of Sutter not feeling like celebrating, he organized a large ceremonial dinner
prepared by Kyburz. This was the last binding action by Kyburz.

His enterprise did not

succeed, probably because of the existing lack of laws. After he had lost his investments and
savings, he moved to San Francisco which had by now grown to a city. There, in November
1849 his wife gave birth to a daughter, Maria. Then he returned and worked as caretaker for
some time at Sutter's home in Hock, near the Fort. In June of 18.52, a son, Albert B. was born
there and in October 1854 son John Daniel was born.
After a further attempt to run a hotel and store, this time in Whiterock, the family
settled in Clarksville where they pursued a dairy farm and cattle breeding. Here Kyburz was
for many years a justice of the peace. In his later years he moved in with his son Albert to
Shingle Springs where he died on January 15, 1898 at the age of 87.

He was buried in

Folsom with Masonic honors. The newspaper "Mountain Democrat" of Placerville hon<;>red
Samuel Kyburz by calling him the "Pioneer of Pioneers" in the obituary. Since 1871 he also
was a member of the Society of Territorial Pioneers.
The above mentioned places are located in the Gold Rush country of 1849 on the
road leading to the Sierra Nevada where the locale Kyburz is located, described at the
beginning of this account. The locale is named after Samuel Kyburz, as we already know.
The Albert Burrows Kyburz, Samuels fifth child, purchased 120 acres after the death of his
father in what is now known as Cameron Park. In 1900, he traded the property plus $1500
for a hotel-resort near Siver Fork. This place, variously known as Sugarloaf, Slippery Ford,
and other names, became known as Kyburz when the U. S. Post Office wanted to rename it
when they established the first post office there. Albert became the first postmaster and
recommended that it be named in his father's memory. The resort remained in the family
until 1946 when, after it burned, Albert and Edna Kyburz moved back to Placerville. The
U.S. post office was opened in 1911. Striking coincidence: At the same time Arnold Kyburz
was postmaster in Oberentfelden, whose grandfather was a brother of the grandfather of
Albert Kyburz.

The common ancestor of Albert and Arnold Kyburz was their great-

grandfather Bernard Kyburz, making them second cousins.

Bernard was born 1734 in

Oberentfelden, married Anna Suter 1763, and died in Oberentfelden 1805. Albert was son of
Samuel, who was son of David, who was son of Bernard.

Likewise, Arnold was son of

Johannes, who was son of Hans Jacob, who was son of Bernard. For anyone interested, the
author has alf the relevant dates of birth, marriage, and death for the people named. Arnold's
son Johannes Arnold was also postmaster in Oberentfelden, so beyond doubt there were two
Kyburz postmasters in the US and Switzerland simultaneously, but unknown to each other.
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Illustration 16: Trading Post Fort Laramie in the early 1840s

Illustration 17: Emigrant Company on the Oregon Trail
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In Placerville, county seat of El Dorado, which was called "Hangtown" during the
Gold Rush, a great-great grandson of Samuel manages the "Kyburz Ski Hut & Sports" store."
For California-bound travelers from the Suhrental, it may be of interest to spend a few days in
Sacramento, at Sutter's Fort, in Old Sacramento and in the Mother Lode on routes 50 and 49
in the heart of the Gold Rush country and admire the daring exploits of the pioneers from
Oberentfelden. The author and quite a few other people from the original Kyburz country
have visited California to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the discovery of gold in Sutter' s
New Helvetia.

*

*
*

Note on Sources:
Richard H. Dillon, Fool's Gold~ The Decline and Fall of Captain John Sutter of California.
New York: Coward McCann, 1967.
Erwin G. Gudde and Elizabeth K. Gudde, ed. and transl., From St. Louis to Sutler's Fort,
1846, by Heinrich Lienhard. Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1961.
Christa Landert, "Johann Heinrich Lienhard (1822 - 1903) and His Manuscript: A Biographical Sketch," Yearbook of German-American Studies 25 (1990): 131-149.
J. Roderic Korns, "West from Fort Bridger: The Pioneering of the Immigrant Trails Across
Utah, 1846 - 1850: Original Diaries and Journals, Edited and with Introduction,"
Utah Historical Quarterly 19 ( 1951 ).
About the Author:
Martin Hochstrasser is a long time resident of Oberentfelden, Canton Aargau,
Switzerland. He retired as President of a precision plastic injection molding firm which
numbered major international computer makers among its clients. He was mayor of
Oberentfelden for 8 years (1974-1981). His far-ranging interests include contributions to the
local historical society, geology, Swiss emigrants to the United States, especially California,
and organizing and leading international tours for Swiss citizens.
About the Translator:
Cybille Zemitis works at the California State Library in Special Collections ans
specializes in Germanic Languages and translated the manuscript for the Gold Rush Jubilee
Celebrations.
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Illustration 15: Current Road Map Showing the location of Kyburz
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MAKING THIRTY ACRES SUPPORT TEN PEOPLE
A Swiss Fanner Transforms an Arkansas Weed Field into a Money-Making Fann
CHARLES W. HOLMAN

In Little Rock they told me Louis Sougey had cleared $2200 from a 30-acre com and
cotton farm last year. I was skeptical and went over to the office of our old friend, A. D.
McNair, now with the bureau of plant industry, division of farm management investigations
for the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
"Mac," I asked, "do you know a chap near Alexander named Sougey?"
"Yes"
"Does he clear $2200 a year from 30 acres-field crops?"
"I don't think so. But he is a good farmer all right."
"Can you go over to his farm with me tomorrow?"
"I can," replied Mac.
The next morning we took the train for Alexander, 15 miles out on the Iron Mountain line to
Hot Springs. We tumbled off the train and had a foot race with a fleet-footed drummer, who
beat us to the comer grocery where stood the owner of the only rig in the place that could be
rented.
"We lose," said McNair. "We've got to hike it. That means that we can see but one
farm today."
"Suits me," I said. "One good farm is worth spending a whole day on."
We started on foot for the home of the Swiss farmer. I was impressed with
Alexander's all-pervading quietude. Tucked away among the little hills with goats, razorback
hogs and milch cows running at will, the village gave one a feeling of rest and contentment.
The stillness was different from that of a Texas or Louisiana hamlet; it was somewhat akin to
that I experienced one day in Missouri, northwest of St. Jo, where the hills were so steep that
folks had to prop their barns up to keep them from falling down.
We came to a lane running to our right. We followed it through woodlands of pine
and scrub oak alternating with fields of cotton and cowpeas. It quickly brought us to the
Sougey farm.
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Fann Built for Pennanence

It required but a glance to see that this farm was developed by a homeowner. New
fencing ran around it; the posts were solid and closely placed and the wire was of the most
approved, smooth, well-woven variety.
On one side of the lane was a field of cowpeas and on the other a field of cotton in
excellent condition. At the end of the lane was a substantial ham, which stood on a slope that
afforded excellent drainage.
To the left on top of the little hill was the farm home. In the yard were flowers, vines,
fruit trees, and to the right we could see a row of white bee hives.

This place is easily

recognized as the home of an European family, for rarely does one find among native
Americans where such attention to details of making life beautiful and happy has been given.
Walking on around to the back of the house we found Mr. and Mrs. Sougey under a
grape arbor which was loaded with huge clusters of grapes. Mrs. Sougey was peeling apples.
Her husband was unable to work on account of a recent surgical operation.
Louis Sougey is a man of large frame, with white hair and gray eyes that peer at you
from under bushy iron-grey eyebrows. On his head was a black slouch hat He wore blue
overalls, and his soft shirt, open at the throat, disclosed a powerful chest. When he spoke I was
impressed by the sonorous quality of his voice which fitted well with his imposing presence
and striking personality.
His Boyhood Training

Born in Geneva, Switzerland, he received a college education. Then he apprenticed
himself under experts to learn market and landscape gardening. He also worked with experts
in grape culture.
In the fertile valleys of Switzerland and on the slopes of the Alps where Louis Sougey
received his training, one can hardly find a farm larger than two acres. So you can readily
understand that he must have been very highly trained in intensive agriculture.

There are

whole families in that country that obtain their living from areas smaller than that we have
mentioned.

Mr. and Mrs. Sougey immigrated to Texas 26 years ago

and settled in Fayette county

but after two years they moved to Malvern, Arkansas, and there he had charge of a vineyard
and a fruit farm. Later, they moved to Denton county, Texas but were not entirely satisfied
with their farm prospects, so they moved to Alexander, Arkansas, where they had friends.
After looking around, Mr. Sougey became attracted to his present farm, which was
then owned by a German who had become homesick and was willing to sell out at a sacrifice.
Mr. Sougey purchased this tract of 30 acres for $450 and the Sougey family moved into their
new home. That was 17 years ago.
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He Decides to Grow Field Crops
If he had been closer to Little Rock, he might have become a trucker, as did "Potato"

Moore of Hot Springs, or a combination fruit, hog, dairy and chicken farmer like H. E. Porter
of Fayetteville, Arkansas, on his farm which I studied for Farm and Ranch two years ago. But
neither of these lines were open to him. He decided to farm field crops.
An American farmer with a growing family would have thought that 30 acres was too
small, but Louis Sougey with his Swiss training knew he could make one acre yield greater
returns than his neighbors were getting. An American farmer might have refused to buy
poor hill land, but Louis Sougey regarded the soil simply as a medium through which to
work. He knew he could build it up to suit the needs of his crops.
Fighting the Weeds

When he bought this land, but five acres had been cleared and this was over-run with
weeds of high growth. He cleared the other 25 acres, but decided to plant his corn upon the
weed-infested land. When he told his neighbors, they were amazed and said:

''The weeds

will choke your corn to death."
But he told them, "If that land will grow weeds, I can make it grow corn. If it will
grow com, I can keep the weeds down."
He made corn all right and kept down the weeds. His first corn crop, however, only
yielded 20 bushels to the acre. Since then he has increased his average till he now gets from
45 to 50 bushels per acre.
The Preparation of His Soil

It is well to know a few points about Mr. Sougey' s seed bed preparation. Early in the
fall he breaks as deeply as his soil will permit, throwing his land into ridges to prevent
washing. He also runs a sub-soiler through his land after he has broken it. In the spring he
re-beds and when he begins to plant, runs his rows in such a manner as to follow the contour
of the land. This is to prevent washing, also. "You will notice," he said, "not a row on my
place runs smooth."
Terracing

Very early in his farm operations, Mr., Sougey began to terrace some of his land. By
this method he has very effectively aided in the conservation of his soil. He has often found
that it more than repaid his labor, time and expenditure.
Division of Crops

Recently the Sougeys bought 33 additional acres and a number of town lots m
Alexander. For the season of 1911, crops on this farm were divided as follows:
Cotton ............................. 20 acres
Com .................................. 11 acres
Fall potatoes ..................... 1 acre
Hay ...................................... 3 acres
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He alternates oats and potatoes, growing 150 to 200 bushels of the latter per acre. To
fertilize for these crops he uses cowpeas for a green fertilizer and a commercial fertilizer of
700 to 800 pounds to the acre. The formula of this fertilizer is 6-4-5.
He follows com and cowpeas with cotton and for the last 10 years has averaged more
than a bale of 480 pounds of lint to each acre. He fertilizes with a 9--2 1/2--2 1/2 commercial
fertilizer. He attributes his success in growing cotton to the constant cultivation and careful
preparation of his seed bed.
One will find -cowpeas planted almost all over his farm. He regards cowpeas as a great
renovator of land.
A little wheat is grown each year. A crop of oats for feeding purposes also constitutes
a part of the cropping system. In addition to this, a number of bee hives are kept, which
furnish a ready cash income at all times of the year and add from $100 to $200 worth of
cowpeas are sold.
No Crop Failures

We walked over this farm and found the condition of the soil like that of a mellow
garden. It is all "made" and now is about 12 inches deep. I have never seen a hill farm in
better condition.
"No, I have never had a crop failure," says Mr. Sougey; "I always make something.
I don't believe any man will have a total failure if he prepares his land right and cultivates to
conserve his moisture."
Living on the Farm

The Sougeys number eight children. One can readily see then that the first concern
of the Sougey family is to grow a living. This they do in abundance. Everything that the
family needs to eat and a little more for extra sale is grown. They buy sugar, coffee, salt,
pepper and such articles from the grocery, but that is about the extent of their purchases.
His Experience in Cooperative Marketing

When Mr. Sougey began to raise Irish potatoes he found that it would be cheaper to
sell by carlot shipment than to haul his stuff to Little Rock, so he induced a few of his
neighbors to grow Irish potatoes for carlot shipments.

These extensive potato growers

formed a small association of which Mr. Sougey took charge and handled the business at a
slight cost.
"I have found," he says, "that getting farmers to cooperate is considerably like
mixing water and oil. It has been a mighty hard matter to get our folks to come together
even to discuss cooperative marketing. And do you know that I have never been able to tell,
up to the very day of shipment, where they would have enough potatoes brought in to make a
carload. But I will say that our people are coming around; and, in the next few years, will
team better."
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With as big a force of labor as he has (four sons), the farm management expert would
say that Mr. Sougey is losing money because he doesn't cultivate more land! But the point
of interest here is, while he doesn't clear $2200 annually, he has made 30 acres support 10
people and allow for savings.
This year, Marius Sougey, his son is cultivating 33 acres in an adjoining field and
plans to extend the farm's operations upon more land and devote more attention to hay and
forage and grain crops.
Yet, in looking at Mr. Sougey' s case, we must remember that in Switzerland a large
farm is two acres and, in his own eyes, he is probably farming as big a tract of land as the
American would think who farms a half section.
Source: Farm and Ranch (September 23, 1911): 18-19.

Winter view or farm buildtn11s
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Swiss Sasha Dolls Visit the United States
Leo Schelbert
Dolls - : Their impact on children, their being a mirror image of a given society's
values and sense of beauty, - few would dispute their importance. Are they not a kind of
secular counterpart of the Holy Child, of the seasonally clothed and beautifully sculpted
Madonna or Saint in shrines of pilgrimage, are they not shadows of deeply engraven
archetypes in the depth of the human psyche? One of the great doll makers is Sasha
Morgenthaler (1893-1975), born von Sinner, who grew up in Bern, worked in Zurich, and
counted among her life-long friends and promoters Paul Klee (1879-1940), besides Pablo
Picasso perhaps the most imaginative painter reflecting the sensibilities, anxieties, and
aspirations of the twentieth century. It was Paul Klee who enabled Sasha Morgenthaler to
attend the Academy for the Arts in Geneva, to spend a year of study with the painter Cuno
Amiet, to enter the Holoshi-School in Munich, and to meet not only painters such as Franz
Marc and Vassily Kandinsky, but also composers such as Othmar Schoeck and Arthur
Honegger and writers such as Hermann Hesse.
In 1916 Sasha von Sinner married Ernst Morgenthaler, and by 1924 they had three
children. She disliked the dolls and playthings one could buy in stores and thus began to
create her own. "I tried to realize my dreams," she wrote in an autobiographical sketch,
and since then I am driven to create human dolls which children can love
because they have a vivid expression. It is the play of asymmetry in the
proportions which transmits the vivid expression. An asymmetrical structure
of the doll, which must form a unity however, is the foundation for the variety
of expressive possibilities.
("Lebenslauf," Puppenmuseum).
Yet Sasha Morgenthaler was not only an accomplished artist, but also a person of
social commitment. In 1934, after a visit to North Africa and a three year stay in Paris, she
attended the school for midwives in Basel which increased her own social concern. She was
a humanitarian who, during World II, established the Women's auxiliary that
brought refugee children into Switzerland and found safe homes for them.
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She also showed her interest in children through her sensitive portrayals of the
ragged children of North Africa, Swiss farm children and Kinder aus al/er
Welt (Children of All the World).
(D. Osborne, p. l 0)
Her dolls were to become world famous. Americans, intrigued by the artistic power of
Morgenthaler' s creations, hold an annual Sasha Doll Festival in the United Sta~. Since 1991
participants also hold a Children's Fund Auction in conjunction with the event at which doll
makers present Sasha dolls they have clothed with authentic garments and which are to
approximate Sasha Morgenthaler' s artistic vision. The doll's clothing go to the highest
bidder and - fully in the spirit of the artist - the proceeds go to ~harities for needy children
such as Unicef and Oxfam.
Alice Schelbert of Vogorno, Canton Ticino, Switzerland, who celebrates her seventyfifth birthday this June, is a member of the American group and has actively participated in
the event for the last three years. She had met Sasha Morgenthaler
in 1964 when the artist had a show at the Helmhaus in the city of Zurich
around the comer from where I was working. Instead of eating lunch, I went
there every day during my lunch hour, and since she was sometimes there at
the same time, I had the privilege of saying hello and shaking hands with her.
Sasha Morgenthaler spoke of how much she enjoyed working with dolls and
would explain, for example, the details of a dress that she liked especially or
how she had started making a particular animal. I will never forget her
wonderfully warm voice and her gentle kindness.
("Slide Show Script" )
In 1997 Alice Schelbert sent little Gregor as ambasador from Switzerland to the Sasha
Doll Festival whose clothing and accessories, all made with authentic materials, promptly
garnered the highest sum. In one picture Gregor is returning with some wheels of cheese
from the Alp, in another he pushes a wheelbarrow with a sack of grains.
The 1998 Sasha Doll Festival met in Cincinnati, Ohio, and had the appropriate theme
"River Boat Days". Since it was out of Cincinnati that the Swiss and German settlement of
Tell City, Indiana, had been founded down river in 1856 where a Frederick Steiner, "a
notable river man," also had a hotel, Alice Schelbert invented his daughter "Gertrud". She is
shown ready in her Sunday best to leave Cincinnati on the boat "Cincinnatus" for Tell City
to celebrate there Swiss Independence Day. She is dressed in authentic nineteenth century
finery made from materials of the period. Gertrude's clothing, too, received the highest bid
of any of the items presented at the auction.
This year's gathering of the Sasha Doll Festival has the theme "Traveling Arizona's
Highways." Since the Grand Canyon is one of the great wonders of the world, Alice
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Schelbert wanted to honor the memory of John PoweU, the first American to traverse the
Grand Canyon by boat in 1869. She therefore imagined the following entry - it is wholly
fictitious - from a non-existent Sasha Morgenthaler diary:
June 11, 1931:
Gregor cain.e down to the breakfast table and shouted excitedly: "Mom, I had
a dream!" "Oh no!" I answered worriedly, not a nightmare again?!" "No,
no, mom: I was in the Grand Canyon, with John W. Powell, on his boat going
through the huge gorge! You know, yesterday the teacher told us all about
Powell's trip in 1869 and then showed us pictures of the Canyon." "But did
you have proper things to wear?" "Oh yes, I had a complete outfit," the boy
sputtered, "and pots and pans, and all the stuff you need, even a tripod!"
"You lucky boy," I answered, "maybe some day we will all travel Arizona's
highways!"
Gregor's outfit consists of the following handmade cloth-items:
Brown knee-length pants
Brown jacket with long arms, and brown hat
Olive green jacket with four pockets, gray underpants
Brown stockings and gray underpants
Brown-gray-green shirt
Pair of knee-high boots with front laces
He has also the following miniature accessories:
Rolled-up camel hair blanket
Map of Grand Canyon National Park
Compass, altimeter, and a magnifying glass
Swiss pocketknife
Tripod that can be disassembled
Cooking pot and ladle, worn
Waterbottle covered in leather.
Thus Gregor seems to have a quite appropriate outfit for his great dreamed about
adventure in the Grand Canyon! It remains to be seen how the Sasha Doll Festival participants
will judge his outfit's quality. He is certainly a beautiful example of Sasha Morgenthaler's
creative sculpting as well as Alice Schelbert' s imaginative seamstress artistry.
Sources:

Dorisanne Osborn, 'Tue Sasha Morgenthaler Children's Fund Auction, Doll Collector's Price Guide
(Winter 1997): 10.
Puppenmuseum Biirengasse Zurich Sasha Morgenthaler (Zurich: &hen S. Morgenthaler, 1988), no
pagination, contains ''Der Lebenslauf'
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IV.
Review
Stephen P. Halbrook, Target Switzerland: Swiss Armed Neutrality in World War II.
Rockville Centre, NY, Sarpedon, 1998. viii, 320 pp. $25.00
Karl Wood
Stephen P. Halbrook's 1998 book, Target Switzerland: Swiss Armed Neutrality in_
World War II is a well-narrated account of the Swm preparedness to resist any possible
invasion by a hostile power, but most especially by the Nazis, through the critical years of the
1930s and 1940s.

The author brings to bear his considerable skills of persuasion and

journalistic perception, reminiscent of the late William Shirer, of whose work he makes
extensive use for historical perspective. He offers an argument that the "true Swiss experience
in the war" lay not in the recently much-discussed accommodations made to the Nazis, "a
regrettable consequence of encirclement", but in "the extraordinary and courageous efforts of
the Swiss military to prevent invasion" and to preserve a haven in a sea of tyranny for
individual rights and democracy, where many found refuge (x).
Indeed, Halbrook correctly praises the Swiss for quickly recognizing the nature of the
threat and increasing their military spending shortly after Hitler's rise to power, although he
seems only dimly aware of the efforts by other European countries, including Chamberlain's
Britain, to do the same after the mid-1930s.

The Swiss preparations for defense were,

however, truly impressive. The construction of extensive fortifications and the preparation
for an assault from any and all sides, leading to General Henri Guisan's plan for a defense in
the Alpine highlands, or the so-called Reduit Nationale, were indeed extraordinary. Massive
fortifications and reserve supplies would have allowed the Swiss army to fight for months in
the face of an attack by any hostile force, but Guisan's plan was tailored to resist an attack by
the formidable Wehrmacht.
While the much anticipated attack from Germany never came, plans for an invasion of
Switzerland had been worked out fully, as Halbrook points out, citing secondary references to
German military documents. Halbrook portrays with a convincing immediacy of narrative
the Swiss perception of the real threat. That it did not materialize, the author asserts, was the
result of the Swiss strategy of deterrence.

Even if the army were vanquished, as military

planning conceded would eventually be the case, the strategy would deny the foe any
significant strategic gains, for part of Guisan's plan called for the immediate destruction of
key military objectives such as factories and transportation.

In essence, the defense of

Switzerland's freedom lay in rendering a conquest extremely costly and at the same time,
pointless.
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Yet this reader, and it seems the author, found the Swiss will to resist most compelling.
The figure of General Guisan, at once a rallying force and an indefatigable voice for
resistance to the last, "symbolized the spirit of the Swiss citizen ... who gained confidence
from the announcement that surrender was never an option" (p. 238). Embodied not only by
the mass mobilization of the famous Swiss citizens' army, which reached at its peak a
mobilization of a full 20% of the country's population in active military service, but also by
such home-front efforts such as turning soccer fields and private yards over to vegetable
production, the author finds this determination essential to Switzerland's survival, and
conspicuously absent in other countries. Its democratic federalism and culture of individual
autonomy gave Switzerland the mettle it needed to face a concrete military threat, and to
maintain its morale in "Europe's darkest hour." In Halbrook's view, this, more than anything,
saved it from the fate which other small neutral countries suffered at the hands of the Nazis.
No doubt, the Swiss were dauntless in their efforts and will to defend their cherished
freedom. Guisan's formidable yet untested strategy and the legendary Swiss sense of identity
and independence, as opposed to the massive Austrian Nazi fifth column, would have made a
complete military conquest of Switzerland difficult. One must ask, however, how important
this goal was to the planners in the Generalstab, or even to Hitler. While a conquest of an
intact Switzerland would have provided the Nazis with strategic advantages, not to mention a
sense of vlJl/cisch satisfaction, the question remains how central an interest it was in the Nazi
scheme of things. Since Halbrook, following in Shirer's footsteps, presents much of German
activity in the war as subject to Hitler's personal caprices, one should also consider that an
integration of the Swiss-German cantons - "Heim ins Reich" - was not of as central importance
to Hitler as the Anschluss of Austria or the all-important acquisition of Lebensraum in the
East While Switzerland was certainly a thorn in Hitler's side, and despite Goebbels' ravings
against the Swiss in his diary and in the press, its conquest was not a key strategic objective. If
bringing Switzerland into the Reich was inconvenient at the moment, one could surmise it
could be saved for dessert, as one German song which Halbrook cites puts it, to be savored at
a later date, when the Reich had reached its supposed historic destiny. One could imagine the
question being asked among haughty and hubris-filled Nazis: "Why bother conquering the
Swiss now, when we have more important things to do?" Such a task was invading the Soviet
Union to finish the fight against "Jewish Bolshevism." Moreover, as Halbrook points out,
Switzerland rendered important services, not in the alleged laundering of stolen war booty,
but in prisoner of war services, diplomatic representation, and the like, not to mention
valuable industrial products sold privately to both sides, in accordance with international law.
These would have been lost in the event of an invasion, according to Guisan's plan.

There

were certain advantages to be gained during the war, if also certain inconveniences, from an
independent and neutral Switzerland.
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Halbrook also addresses, if in less depth, some of the more recent criticisms leveled
against the Swiss during World War II, most especially with regard to the question of refugees.
Here he offers the familiar counterpoint of context: if, for example, the United States had
welcomed a number of refugees proportionate to those given haven in Switzerland, it would
have taken in over one million people, when in fact it took in fewer in absolute numbers than
the Swiss. While this does not remove unfortunate blemishes from the Swiss record, it does
put them into perspective. The Swiss, the author argues, did the best they could given their
resources and precarious position. In his view, on many occasions, the Swiss were anything
but Nazi pawns, but rather struck a risky tone of defiance against German demands, while
other nations in a better position to do more in fact did less.
On the issue of economics, Halbrook argues again that the Swiss maintained the best
position they could. While overwhelmingly sympathetic to the Allied cause and hostile to the
anti-democratic Axis powers, Switzerland, Halbrook argues, had no choice but to trade with
both sides, a position well within international law. Halbrook asserts that while Switzerland
did provide some war materiel to the Axis powers, this was overall negligible in the greater
war effort; at the same time similar goods were delivered to the Allies as well, with increasing
preference given to them as the war progressed.
Halbrook offers a compelling narrative of the Swiss defense effort, particularly for the
interested educated general reader. A more scholarly oriented historical reader will be
disappointed by some aspects of this work, such as the author's source material. The specialist
may find that the author relies too much on source material primarily in English and of a
journalistic nature, such as the New York Times, and not enough on original Swiss or German
archival materials which would make such a study more satisfying. For example, a direct
search for the reasons why the Wehrmacht never did invade Switzerland in German military
archives, and not just in secondary sources and memoirs would have lent Halbrook's thesis
greater credibility.
Initially, this reader found distracting Halbrook's frequent references to and
comparisons with federalism and patriotism in the United States, until the author's perspective
became clear. As an attorney, indeed, a Ph.D./J.D. who specializes in issues of federalism and
has argued cases before the U.S. Supreme Court, Halbrook seems to be writing in the role of
an attorney, arguing the case for Swiss heroism in World War II against recent charges of
collaboration before the jury of U.S. public opinion. For many, his case will be compelling,
but the historian may find the argument incomplete.
While full credit must be given freely to Swiss fortitude and formidable preparations
to defend their country in the face of military threat if necessary to the death, this does not
truly address recent assertions about Switzerland's role in the war. Historians have begun to
probe more deeply the ambiguous and precarious nature of neutrality, and to question just
how virtuous the Swiss were. Halbrook offers one side of this contentious debate, and here
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the limitations of his focus on the military aspect become apparent. Again echoing Shirer in spirit,
Halbrook implies on several occasions that a determination to offer dogged military resistance to the
Nazi menace implied a greater morality, and therewith the question is resolved, with mostly
tangential discussion of more central questions. Yet the reality is far more complex than this. Did
~e Danes' lack of determination to condemn their sons to a hopeless slaughter in the face of an
overwhelming force make them into the "model state in the Nazis' New Order" (p. 92, citing
William Shirer)?

Is the Czechoslovak army to be condemned as unheroic for following their

government's orders not to commit de facto suicide after being robbed of their natural and fortified
mountain defenses in Munich, not to mention support of their allies? Owing to their geography and
their military structure, the Swiss were in a better position to resist, and could thus afford to do so
more than other nations facing Nazi invasion.

What would Guisan's plan have been without the

natural blessing of the Reduit Nationale? Similarly, even if many of the allegations were true, Swiss

cooperation with the Gennans in certain matters would not necessarily make them collaborators, but
neutrals in a precarious position doing the best they could to preserve themselves, and, it should be
added, a haven for those to whom they could offer refuge.

While Halbrook offers a thorough

portrait of Swiss military and civic spirit, he does not adequately explore the other, more troubling
questions, that have spawned public debate.
Yet, to point to this shortcoming would be to criticize the author unjustly for the book he
did not write, rather than for the one he did. Such "Fachgesimpeltes" aside, most readers will find

Target Switzerland thought-provoking. Indeed, despite a periodic repetitiveness of certain illustrative
points, Stephen Halbrook succeeds in his effort to show the centrality of the Swiss will to preserve
their independence, while evoking a dramatic image of the country's admirable courage an·d
determination to survive in the face of such an evident menace. This view, in light of whatever else
has been said, should remain part of the historical record.
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